To shield solutions carrying hyperpolarized nuclear magnetization from rapid relaxation during transfer through low fields, the transfer duct can be threaded through an array of permanent magnets. The advantages are illustrated for solutions containing hyperpolarized 1 H and 13 C nuclei in a variety of molecules. C 
I. INTRODUCTION
Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) 1 provides an elegant way to overcome the lack of sensitivity in NMR since it can boost the nuclear spin polarization by several orders of magnitude. In dissolution-DNP (D-DNP), 2 one uses separate devices for polarization and detection. The polarizer operates at low temperatures and moderate magnetic fields (T = 1.2 K and B 0 = 6.7 T in our laboratory) [3] [4] [5] [6] where the electron spin polarization can be close to unity, i.e., P(e) = 0.98 in our system. By suitable microwave irradiation, part of the electron spin polarization can be transferred to the nuclei of the frozen sample. A burst of hot solvent is then squirted onto the hyperpolarized sample so that it rapidly melts and approaches room temperature, at which point the hyperpolarization can beat Boltzmann's equilibrium polarization by four to five orders of magnitude. The sample is then transferred to a highresolution NMR spectrometer or MRI scanner. The transfer of the hyperpolarized fluid from the polarizer to the detection magnet may cause dramatic losses of polarization since the magnetization decays through inexorable longitudinal "spinlattice" relaxation with a field-dependent time constant T 1 . Apart from a system based on a dual magnet 7 where the transfer can occur in less than a second, most polarizers are placed at a few meters distance from the NMR or MRI apparatus. The transfer times can therefore vary between a few seconds 8 and about a minute, 9 depending on the handling of the hyperpolarized fluid, which may pushed by a pressurized gas, carried manually, or filtered and neutralized. During the transfer, the hyperpolarized solution is no longer immersed in the magnetic field of the polarizer (typically between 3.35 and 6.7 T) and not yet sheltered by the field of the detection magnet (typically 1.5-18.6 T). During the transfer, the hyperpolarized sample may be exposed to very a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
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low magnetic fields (e.g., the Earth's magnetic field) or even to a vanishing field (e.g., if the two magnets have opposite polarity), depending on many parameters such as the design of the magnets (unshielded or actively shielded) and their relative orientations (fields pointing up or down). In field shuttling experiments, this low-field region has pertinently been referred to as "death valley." 10 The hyperpolarization is likely to perish in this hostile territory because various nuclear spin-lattice relaxation mechanisms may be exacerbated at low fields, including paramagnetic effects, scalar relaxation, etc.
In order to shield hyperpolarized solutions from such relaxation mechanisms, we have designed a modular "magnetic tunnel" to interface our home-built 6.7 T polarizer either to an unshielded 300 MHz or to an ultra-shielded 500 MHz high-resolution NMR spectrometer (see Fig. 1 ). We report in this work: (a) a map of the stray fields in our laboratory, (b) spin-lattice relaxation rates determined as a function of the magnetic field, (c) a discussion of the adiabatic condition that must be fulfilled during transfer, (d) details of the design of our magnetic tunnel, and (e) enhancement factors for an assortment of eight different solutions containing 1 H and 13 C spins in eleven different environments, transferred either with or without magnetic tunnel.
II. METHODS AND RESULTS

A. Magnetic field mapping
The stray magnetic fields in an NMR or MRI laboratory depend on many parameters. During a dissolution-DNP experiment, the hyperpolarized fluid must travel through the space between two magnets. The fate of the hyperpolarization depends on the strength and orientation of the stray fields. We have mapped the field between our polarizer and an unshielded 300 MHz NMR spectrometer using a triple-axis Hall probe (Sentron Digital 3D Teslameter, Type: 3MS1-A2-D3) using custom-designed National Instrument Labview software. FIG. 1. Experimental arrangement in our laboratory consisting of a 6.7 T DNP polarizer (middle) coupled to an unshielded 300 MHz spectrometer (left) and to an ultra-shielded 500 MHz magnet (right), either through a "vertical" magnetic tunnel, i.e., with a vertical entrance and exit (left) or through a "horizontal" magnetic tunnel (right). The arrows that show the adiabatic changes of the direction of the magnetic field along the path are not drawn to scale. Since the two magnets on the right side have opposite static fields, the direction of the field is rotated adiabatically in a series of segments arranged in the manner of a Möbius ribbon. This is not necessary for the two magnets on the left side.
B. Relaxometry
Paramagnetic impurities affect the longitudinal relaxation of nuclei. This phenomenon is exploited in MRI by using contrast agents such as gadolinium complexes. But in our case, relaxation is undesirable, and losses of polarization during the transfer must be kept to a minimum. For DNP, we obviously need polarizing agents such as TEMPO, trityl, but their presence is no longer desirable after dissolution. With a custom-built shuttle relaxometer 11 operating in the stray field of an unshielded 300 MHz wide-bore Oxford Instruments magnet, we have studied the 1 H nuclear spin-lattice relaxation of bromothiophene carboxylate (BTC) (Sigma Aldrich) over a range 1 mT < B 0 < 7.05 T. The shuttle can lift the NMR sample with a stepper motor so that it reaches a field of 1 mT within ca. 1 s. Details about such measurements are given elsewhere. 11 Three samples were prepared, based on a 50 mM stock solution of bromothiophene carboxylate in non-degassed D 2 O. Sample 1 without any additions, sample 2 with the addition of 0.25 mM 4-hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine 1-oxyl (TEMPOL) (Sigma Aldrich), and sample 3 with the addition of 50 mM sodium ascorbate (Sigma Aldrich) which acts as scavenger that quenches both TEMPOL and dissolved O 2 .
12 As discussed below, dissolution-DNP experiments are usually performed with frozen pellets containing 50 mM TEMPOL in addition to the analyte, with a typical volume 0.1 < v < 0.5 mL, and subsequently dissolved with 5 mL of hot D 2 O or H 2 O. The final TEMPOL concentration therefore usually ranges between 1 and 5 mM. In order to minimize relaxation during the relatively slow displacements of the shuttle, we decreased the TEMPOL concentration to 0.25 mM (4-20 times below the usual concentrations in routine dissolution-DNP experiments) so that the paramagnetic contribution to the relaxation rate is R 1 para < 1 s −1 . The relaxation rates R 1 ( 1 H) of bromothiophene carboxylate were measured in ten different magnetic fields B 0 = 7.05, 1.0, 0.4, 0.10, 0.022, 0.01, 0.004, 0.002, and 0.001 T. A single acquisition of the 1 H spectrum at 7 T sufficed for each data point. Figure 2 shows the longitudinal relaxation rates R 1 (
In sample 3, where the paramagnetic oxygen has been scavenged by sodium ascorbate, T 1 ( 1 H) is independent of the magnetic field down to 1 mT. However, samples 2 and 1 show a pronounced field-dependence, which can be attributed to the presence of paramagnetic dissolved oxygen and TEMPOL. One can distinguish three different contributions to relaxation: (1) a field-independent intra-molecular contribution
This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitationnew.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to IP: oxygen, increasing from R 1 para = 0.08 ± 0.01 s −1 at B 0 = 1 T to R 1 para = 0.1 ± 0.01 s −1 at 1 mT, and (3) a field-dependent paramagnetic contribution due to 0.25 mM TEMPOL increasing from R 1 para = 0.1 ± 0.05 s −1 at B 0 = 1 T to R 1 para = 0.4 ± 0.05 s −1 at 1 mT. For a more realistic TEMPOL concentration of 2 mM expected after dissolving 200 µl of frozen pellets with 5 ml of D 2 O, this can be extrapolated to R 1 para = 0.8 ± 0.4 s −1 at B 0 = 1 T and R 1 para = 3.2 ± 0.4 s −1 at 1 mT. This example is representative of the exacerbated relaxation at low magnetic fields during transfer in dissolution-DNP experiments. As a remedy to this detrimental effect, we have proposed the use of vitamin C (sodium ascorbate) as a scavenger 12 during dissolution, which turned out to be a useful approach when hyperpolarizing nuclei with long T 1 such as 13 C. However, this scavenging process may take several seconds to complete, an interval during which paramagnetic relaxation is still active and drives the hyperpolarization back towards thermal equilibrium. Obviously, as illustrated in Fig. 2 for the case of 1 H spins in BTC, and more generally for protons in small molecules, the interval where hyperpolarized molecules are exposed to the effects of concentrated radicals at low magnetic field cause painful losses of priceless polarization.
C. Magnetic tunnel
Our magnetic tunnel consists of an assembly of permanent neodymium boron magnets (Supermagnete Webcraft GmbH, 5 × 5 × 100 mm, NdFeB, N52, with Ni-Cu-Ni coating) securely maintained by several home-built aluminum structures. The permanent magnets are positioned in four rows following a simplified Halbach design 13 and oriented to maximize the magnetic field strength in the center, where B tunnel > 0.9 T (see Fig. 3(a) ). A hollow cylinder with a 3 mm inner diameter runs through the center of the aluminum structure to guide a 2.5 mm outer diameter polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) ("Teflon") tube (Maagtechnic AG 10075652) that carries the hyperpolarized fluid. The design comprises five different modular segments T-1-T-5: straight sections of 50 cm length (T-1, see Fig. 3(b) ), bending sections with an angle of 22.5
• (T-2, see Fig. 3(c) ) or 90
• (T-3, see Fig. 3(d) ) where the magnetic field is perpendicular to the plane of the bend, so that the field vectors remain parallel. The choice between a single 90
• bend and a series of 22.5
• bends depends on the constraints of the laboratory. Special attention must be paid to variations of the magnetic field at the entrance and exit of the tunnel. The adiabatic condition (vide infra) must be fulfilled throughout, and zero-field crossings should be avoided, in particular at the entry and exit of the tunnel. In order to avoid zero-field crossings when the stray fields have opposite orientations (as for our DNP polarizer and NMR magnets), we have designed an 22.5
• axial twist section of 10 cm length (T-4, see Fig. 3(e) ). A cascade of eight axial twist sections allows one to achieve a 180
• rotation of the field, in the manner of a Möbius ribbon (see Fig. 1 ). Without 180
• rotation, the magnetic field would inevitably cross through zero at one of the ends of the tunnel. Finally, we have designed a tunnel section (T-5, see Fig. 3(f) ) where the magnetic field is gradually increased from 0 to 0.9 T, so as to fulfill the adiabatic condition even if the sample is transferred very rapidly at a velocity of, say, 10 ms −1 . These segments can be assembled in a flexible way to accommodate the dimensions of individual laboratories.
D. Adiabatic condition
The main purpose of the magnetic tunnel is to prevent losses of polarization at low fields, by providing a minimum field (B tunnel > 0.9 T) that is sufficient to sustain the hyperpolarization during transfer. However, a sudden change of the direction of the magnetic field may cause a loss of magnetization if the rate of change is comparable to the Larmor frequency. Therefore, particular care has been taken to design the entrance and exit of the tunnel where the magnetic field may change abruptly. The T-5 segment (see Fig. 2(f) ) offers a way to increase or decrease the magnetic field in such a way that the following condition of adiabaticity is always fulfilled:
where B = − −− → B stray + − −−− → B tunnel is the total magnetic field. The Larmor frequency is γB/(2π) = 4.26 kHz for protons if B = 100 µT. The adiabatic condition is obviously more critical for low-gamma nuclei such as carbon-13 or nitrogen-15 that are popular for dissolution DNP. We define a dimensionless adiabatic ratio
which should be kept as small as possible, preferably A < 1. Note that A is proportional to the speed of the transfer of the sample through the PTFE tube. Figure 4 illustrates how the entrance and exit of the magnetic tunnel raises delicate issues that can be solved by inserting an adiabatic T-5 section. Figure 4(b) shows the magnetic field profile (red line) at the entrance of a straight T-1 section. The first striking feature is that, just before the entrance, the magnetic field has a sign that is opposite (B out = −60 µT) to the magnetic field inside the section (B tunnel > +0.9 T). A hyperpolarized sample entering into such a straight T-1 section therefore inevitably undergoes a detrimental zero-field crossing. This does not matter if the entrance of the tunnel is placed in a stray field of a superconducting magnet B stray > B out , provided that B stray is not anti-parallel to B tunnel . A second striking feature of Fig. 4(b) is the sudden increase in magnetic field at the entrance. The magnetic field increases to B tunnel > +0.9 T in a quasi-instantaneous manner. Unless the magnetic field outside the tunnel B out + B stray is parallel to B tunnel , such an abrupt change in the strength of the magnetic field will be accompanied by a sudden change in its direction. Figure 4 also shows (red lines) the adiabatic factor A of Eq. (2) calculated for a scenario where B stray is perpendicular to B tunnel . We show in Fig. 4 (a) that both issues of zero-field crossings and abrupt field changes can be overcome by using an adiabatic T-5 section rather than a simple straight T-1 section. In this example, A ∼ 10 −3 . Unfortunately, as shown in Fig. 1 , the DNP polarizer (Oxford Instruments) has a polarity opposite to both 300 and 500 MHz NMR spectrometers (Bruker BioSpin). For the 300 spectrometer, we used a "vertical" tunnel (see Fig. 1) where B stray and B tunnel are perpendicular so that no zero-crossings occur. For the 500 MHz NMR spectrometer, space restrictions forced us to use a "horizontal" configuration. If B stray and B tunnel are anti-parallel, the only way to avoid a zero-field crossing is to reverse the direction of B tunnel . This   FIG. 4 . Simulations of the magnetic field (black lines) and of the adiabatic ratio A of Eq. (2) (red lines) at the entrance or exit of the magnetic tunnel for (a) an adiabatic section (see Fig. 3(f) ) and (b) a straight section (see Fig. 3(b) ). The adiabatic ratio A, which must be smaller than 1, is proportional to the speed of the sample transfer. It is shown here for a realistic speed of 10 m/s. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitationnew.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to IP:
was achieved by inserting eight 22.5
• axial twist sections (T-4) to rotate the magnetic field through 180
• , so as to match the opposite orientations of the stray fields at the two ends of the tunnel.
E. Dissolution-DNP experiments
Three DNP solutions were prepared to test the advantages of the magnetic tunnel for dissolution-DNP experiments. . The DNP solutions were rapidly frozen to form 10 µl pellets in liquid nitrogen, and 20 pellets (total sample volume of 200 µl) were loaded in the cryostat of our 6.7 T polarizer that was pre-cooled to T = 4.2 K. The cryostat was further cooled down to T = 1.2 K and microwave irradiation was applied during 20 min with an input power P µw = 87 mW at a monochromatic irradiation frequency f µw = 188.3 GHz to induce the strongest possible (negative) proton polarization. The proton DNP build-up curves were measured at T = 2.2 K and B 0 = 6.7 T with 5
• pulses applied every 5 s. Dissolution was subsequently performed with 5 mL D 2 O preheated to ca. T = 450 K at a pressure of 1 MPa. The hyperpolarized liquid bolus was propelled with helium gas at 0.6 MPa to either 300 or 500 MHz spectrometers, both at a distance of ca. 5 m. Two distinct PTFE ("Teflon") transfer tubes, both with 1.5 inner diameters, were used: one running through one of the magnetic tunnels, the other running loosely between the polarizer and either of the two spectrometers. After settling for ca. 2 s, the sample was injected into 5 mm NMR tubes using home-built injection devices. The typical intervals in this sequence are dissolution in 0.7 s, transfer in 5 s, and injection in 2.5 s. The decay of the 1 H NMR signal was measured every 5 s with 5
• pulses.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The field along the magnetic tunnel depends on the configuration of the superconducting magnets and their shielding. The graph in Fig. 5 shows the magnitude of the magnetic field (without magnetic tunnel) in the plane between our DNP polarizer (unshielded 6.7 T magnet) and our 300 MHz NMR spectrometer (unshielded 7.05 T magnet). Even though the two magnets are unshielded in this example, the magnetic field drops below B 0 = 1 mT. A similar measurement between our polarizer and ultra-shielded 500 MHz magnet (not shown in Fig. 5) indicates that the field drops as low as B 0 < 0.5 mT.
In order to study the detrimental effects of increased relaxation at low field during transfer, we have performed dissolution-DNP experiments with solutions 4 and 5 containing 1 H spins in an assortment of molecules, with and without magnetic tunnel. In all cases, the polarization process yielded a nuclear spin polarization P( 1 H) > 60% with a typical build-up time constant τ DNP = 280 ± 10 s. The advantage of a transfer through a magnetic tunnel, compared to a transfer through a low field region, can be expressed in terms of an enhancement factor ε tunnel ( 1 H) or ε tunnel ( 13 C). by vitamin C, the spin-lattice relaxation time in HDO increases from T 1 ( 1 H) from 3.6 to 14 s at 7 T. As an alternative to scavenging, we have shown recently that paramagnetic relaxation can also be prevented by replacing the soluble TEMPOL by hybrid polarizing solids (HYPSO) that can be eliminated by on-line filtration during the dissolution process. 15 It is therefore natural that hyperpolarization losses during transfer are strongly attenuated by using a magnetic tunnel in the case of HDO, but not in the case of CH 3 . A more detailed analysis could be performed from case to case, with a full calculation of paramagnetic relaxation which would depend on a myriad of parameters such as (1) the distance d of closest electron-proton approach and (2) the mutual electron-proton translational diffusion constant D which is specific for each system, (3) the magnetic field along the transfer, and the (4) the speed of the transfer. The results for 13 C nuclei reported in Table II are far less impressive in terms of enhancements, with ε tunnel ( 13 C) ≤ 1.3. This can be explained by the 13 C nuclear spin-lattice relaxation times that tend to be longer than the transfer times, even at low magnetic fields. It is worth stressing that for extended transfer times (for example, when hyperpolarized fluids must be manipulated for filtration, in fairly low magnetic fields) relaxation effects can become significant even for 13 C, as recently reported by Chiavazza et al. 16 The general trend arising from Table I is that for  isolated 1 H spins as well as for pairs of equivalent 1 H spins, the use of our magnetic tunnel can be recommended. However, there are some cases that deserve further investigation: (1) the H α of the Gly residue in AlaGly benefits from the use of the magnetic tunnel since ε tunnel ( 1 H) = 1.8, but its antiphase pattern (which suggests an admixture of I z and 2I z S z terms) has not been rationalized so far; (2) the signal of H b in BTC was almost completely wiped out when the magnetic tunnel is not used (hence, the favorable ratio ε tunnel ( 1 H) > 12), whereas the signal of H a merely suffered moderate losses in the absence of magnetic tunnel (ε tunnel ( 1 H) = 1.5). Previous studies suggest that these effects could be due to scalar couplings with quadrupolar nuclei at low field, 16 in this example bromine or nitrogen-14. Such scalar relaxation effects can be attenuated by using our magnetic tunnel. Another interesting way to make hyperpolarization immune to very low fields, so that there would be no need for a magnetic tunnel, is to store the polarization in the form of "equivalent hyperpolarized long-lived states" (HELLS). 17 However, these approaches are limited to analytes that fulfill demanding conditions of molecular symmetry. The use of magnetic tunnels appears to offer a more universal solution at the time of writing.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that the hyperpolarization of protons can be better preserved in dissolution-DNP by using magnetic tunnels. The benefits have been illustrated by several examples with improvement factors ranging between 1 < ε tunnel < 25 for protons and carbon-13 nuclei. The enhancement factors depend on many parameters and vary greatly from one nucleus to another, from one molecule to another, and most probably from one laboratory to another. However, we have never witnessed any detrimental effects of our magnetic tunnels.
